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Abstract 
Reconstructing adequate Computed Tomography (CT) images from very few X-ray projections is a hot topic in many 
applications. Such technology would lead to a new generation of much faster X-ray CT scanners. We propose a solution that 
uses a training set of conventionally reconstructed CT images to predict the interior of a target object given a fast reconstruction 
from very few X-ray projections. We claim that such prediction can be of sufficient quality to be used in applications that requires 
a high throughput. 
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1.  Introduction 
X-ray radiography is a standard imaging technique to inspect and ensure the quality of industrial products [1, 2]. 

However, radiography cannot provide depth information about the scanned object. The adoption of Computed Tomography (CT) 
imaging devices in production lines would result in a significant improvement with respect to extracting 3D information from 
the target object. However, conventional CT systems are highly cost ineffective and inflexible, making the deployment of this 
technology unfeasible for many industrial environments.  A more simple and cost effective X-ray imaging setup would comprise 
a linear translation of the object with a fixed X-ray source and detector, with which a small number of X-ray projections can be 
acquired within a limited angular range. However, in such scanning geometry, missing-wedge artifacts are expected in the 
reconstructed images.   

Current approaches used to reconstruct X-ray CT images from a small number of projections exploit a specific type of 
prior knowledge about the scanned object. Some of those techniques are exposed as follows. (i) The Discrete Algebraic 
Reconstruction Technique (DART) [3] assumes that the scanned object has only few different densities and they are all 
previously known. (ii) By incorporating an Expected Object Domain (EOD) into DART, the EOD-DART [4] assumes that the 
outer object shape is also known in advance. (iii) The Total Variation Minimization (TVMin) [5] assumes that X-ray CT images 
with a low Total Variation (TV) are preferable among others. (iv) The reconstruction via Dictionary Learning (DL) [6] assumes 
that each image patch in an X-ray CT reconstruction is a combination among patches within a training set (dictionary). 

In this work, we propose the usage of a higher level of prior knowledge in CT imaging devices: we state that it is 
possible to extract image features from a database of high quality CT reconstructions to recover missing-wedge artifacts in low 
quality X-ray CT images. Moreover, we claim that the similarity degree between those structures can be handled by parameters 
of machine learning techniques. Finally, we argue that for many industrial applications, high throughput and good classification 
are often more important than high quality image reconstructions. 

In computer vision, image completion refers to a challenging problem that aims at filling pixels in a large unknown or 
undesired region of an image to create a visually plausible scene [7, 8]. Our best contribution in this work is presenting an 
enhancement function �, based on image completion, which is able to recover natural aspects of the image that were lost during 
a fast X-ray CT reconstruction. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the inline X-ray scanning geometry used in this work, 
section 3 describes a computer vision architecture based on image completion designed to post-process a fast X-ray CT 
reconstruction, section 4 describes the experiments conducted and the results obtained, and section 5 concludes the paper.       

2.  Inline X-ray Scanning Geometry 
In this work, we use the ASTRA Tomography Toolbox [9] to simulate a fast inline CT system able to scan objects with 

a high throughput. Such system comprises a fixed X-ray source and detector, as shown in Figure 1. The object is imaged while 
it passes by on a conveyor belt with linear velocity � and rotates with an angular velocity � (with a rotation axis through its 
center of mass and perpendicular to the translation direction).  
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In this scenario, the constraints associated with the limited angular range, the small number of available projections, 
and the existence of truncated data, would lead to significant smearing artifacts if conventional reconstruction techniques were 
used.  

 
Figure 1: The inline scanning geometry used in this work.  

3.  Proposed Architecture 

Let �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻  be the set of all possible high quality X-ray CT reconstructions within a same image class �. Moreover, let �鎮��岫�岻  be the set of all possible fast X-ray CT reconstructions created according a conventional technique. Our ultimate goal is to 

find the ideal enhancement function �: �鎮��岫�岻 → �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻  that maps every low quality image sample �鎮�� ∈ �鎮��岫�岻  into its respective 

high quality image version  �ℎ��ℎ ∈ �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻 . 
The architecture used to build � is composed of three main steps: estimation of disjoint image partitions, energy 

minimization, and image blending (see Figure 2). These steps are detailed as follows:  Estimation of disjoint image partitions: it aims at splitting the image space 捲 into partitions {兼怠, 兼態, ⋯ , 兼�} 
that comprise distinct mid-level features of �鎮��. This is clearly a data-dependent step, and the techniques used 
in such segmentation may vary according to the image class �.   Energy minimization: based on the work of Hays and Efros [7] on image completion, we use an energy function 
E(·, ·) to evaluate a local context matching between scenes.  Further, a query image partition 建 is replaced by 

the most likely image partition 嫌 in the training set �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻′  , i.e. a subset of the theoretical set of all possible high 
quality X-ray CT reconstructions. More precisely, we define the energy E(·, ·) as a distance measure �岫嫌, 建岻 

between 建 ∈  兼賃 ∙ �鎮��, ∀� ∈ {な,に, ⋯ , �} and 嫌 ∈ �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻′ . As a result, we define the enhancement process of 
an image partition 兼賃 ∙ �鎮�� as: 
 �岫兼賃 ∙ �鎮��岻 = arg 兼�券��岫兼賃 ∙ �鎮��, 検岻, ∀検 ∈  �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻′  (1) 

 
  By applying � to every partition in �鎮��, one may obtain an output image as follows: 
  �岫�鎮��岻 = ⋃ �岫兼賃 ∙ �鎮��岻�

賃=怠  (2) 

 
In this work, we implemented �岫∙.∙岻 as the inverse of the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [10]. 
  Image blending: in order to seamlessly combine regions of the output image, we use the Poisson blending [11] 
to create natural gray level variations between two adjacent image partitions recovered by Equation (1). 

 

 
Figure 2: architecture designed to implement the enhancement function �: �鎮��岫�岻 → �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻  
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4. Experiments and Results 
 In this work, a conventional CT scan system was used to acquire an average of 500 real projections of apples. Such 
projections were reconstructed using the Filtered Back Projection (FBP) algorithm to generate high quality CT slices. Then, 
those slices were used to simulate sinograms acquired in the fast inline scanning geometry described in section 2. The FBP 
reconstructions using some of those new sinograms are ilustrated in Figure 3: the reader may notice smearing artifacts in those 
reconstructions due to the constraints in data acquisition imposed by the inline geometry.   
 

 

 
Figure 3: Four slices of apples reconstructed using FBP algorithm in the inline scanning geometry simulated in this 

work. A high amount of smearing artifacts are noticed in the reconstructions due to the limited imaging angular range and the 
lower number of projections available in such scanning geometry. 

 
 On the other hand, 75 high quality CT slices generated using 500 real projections on average were used to compose the 

training set  �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻′  of the proposed architecture presented in section 3. Figure 4 ilustrates four of those slices. 
 

 
Figure 4: Four high quality CT slices of apple presented in the training set �ℎ��ℎ岫�岻′  used in this work.  

 
 An overview of the data flow through the proposed architecture is shown in Figure 5. In the first step, from a low quality 
CT image (a), disjoint image partitions are estimated (b). Such partitioning is focused on detecting regions of holes inside the 
fruit and regions that contain the overall fruit shape. Then, during an image completion phase, regions of the input image �鎮�� 
are replaced by partitions from the training set that presents higher correlation (c). Finally, the distinct image partitions are 
combined into one image domain (d), and image blending techniques are applied to create natural gray level variations in the 
boundaries of adjacent partitions.   
 Figure 5 (e) illustrates the recovery result obtained using the proposed architecture and (f) shows the image ground 
truth. 

 
Figure 5: Workflow of the proposed architecture that implements the enhancement function 讃 able to recover natural aspects of 

the image that are lost during a fast X-ray CT reconstruction in the inline scanning geometry. 

The results shown below were evaluated using the leave-one-out cross-validation scheme, i.e., all the available 

observations in the database, apart from the one being tested, composed the training set �酸餐賛酸岫�岻′ . Figure 6 shows some results 
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obtained using the proposed technique. In the first column, fast FBP reconstructions ����. In the second column, the results of 
the proposed image completion method is shown. Finally, the third column shows the ground truth reconstructions, i.e., 
reconstructions calculated using conventional CT imaging systems. 

 

I) 

   

II) 

   

III) 

   

IV) 

   

V) 

   

VI) 

   
 ����          讃岫����岻    ground truth 

Figure 6: Results of the proposed method applied to very low quality CT images: conventional FBP reconstructions ����, 
obtained using the inline setup, are exposed in the first column; the output of the proposed enhancement function 讃 are shown 
in the second column; the high quality, but very slow, FBP reconstructions are exposed in the third column. 

 

 In order to quantify the fidelity of the reconstructions shown in Figure 6, a simple image processing algorithm was 
developed to measure the size of the holes in each CT slice of the apple.  The same technique was applied to the images ����, 讃岫����岻, and ground truth. Figure 7 illustrates the segmentation results for the images in Figure 6 (VI). Table 1 sumarizes the 
size of the holes at each image of Figure 6. 

 

   ���� 讃岫����岻 ground truth 

Figure 7: Example of segmentation results for the images in Figure 6 (VI). 
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slice ���� 讃岫����岻 ground truth 
I) 625 486 476 

II) 217 145 172 
III) 2003 1537 1686 
IV) 1915 1128 1486 
V) 1452 1325 1132 

VI) 1885 1182 1138 
Table 1: Size of the holes in each CT slice of apple presented in Figure 6. 

 
Finally, the elapsed times to compute �岫�鎮��岻 in a Core i7 and 8GB RAM are exposed in Table 2.  
 

slice elapsed time 
I) 3.95s 

II) 2.79s 
III) 2.59s 
IV) 3.01s 
V) 3.32s 

VI) 3.33s 
Table 2: Elapsed time to compute �岫�鎮��岻 in a Core i7 and 8GB RAM. 

 
5. Conclusions 

We proposed a method to find an enhancement function  讃: ����岫�岻 → �酸餐賛酸岫�岻  that can, based on a training set �酸餐賛酸岫�岻′ , drive 

smearing artifacts in a conventional reconstruction ���� to more natural image structures.  Such method aims on reconstructing 
what should have been inside a target object instead of what exactly has inside it.  This work also showed that such approximation 
can be close enough for some quality assessment applications. 

 In the experiments conducted, we used a database of 75 X-ray CT images of apples. A larger and more representative 
database will certainly produce more accurate results. On the other hand, the execution would tend to be slower. To overtake 
such drawback, the computation of Equation (1) may run in a distributed environment, i.e., each computational node may 

evaluate in isolation each � ∈  �酸餐賛酸岫�岻′ . Based on the average execution time in our experiments (3.20s) and in the number of 
comparisons made (150), a theoretical execution time of the proposed technique in a highly distributed enviroment (one 
comparison per node) would be around 0.022s.    
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